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Participles and gerunds exercises with answers

It shall provide whether the –ing forms given in the following sentences are inclusion or gerund. In the case of participants, name their eligible non-first name or pronoun. If it is gerunds, know what task they serve in the sentence. 1. When we heard a loud noise, we ran to the window. 2. The
motorcyclist was fatally injured in the accident and is now fighting for his life. 3. He ruined his vision by watching TV all day. 4. We saw a clown standing on him. 5. Asking questions is much easier than answering them. 6. Waving their arms, the crowd cheered the winner. 7. It is forbidden to
pluck flowers. 8. By jumping over the fence, the thief escaped. 9. I was surprised John was gone. 10. We spent the whole day playing cards. 11. Miser hates spending his money. 12. John was angry when Alice tried to lie to him. 13. Praising everyone does not praise anyone. 14. Are you
afraid to tell the truth? 15. Singing to himself is his most important joy. Replies 1. Consultation – participle, eligibility pronoun we 2. Battle – participle, nou motorcyclist qualifying. 3. Viewing – gerund, preposition item 4. Standing – participle, qualifying noun clown 5. Asking – gerund, the
subject is; answering – gerund 6. Waving – participle, eliminated non-audience 7. Plinniting – gerund; the subject of the verb is 8. Jumping – participle, qualifying nou thief 9. Because I am – gerund, a partisan destination at the age of 10. Gaming – gerund, I will raise the supplement all day
until 11 September. Spending – gerund, the subject of the verb hates 12. Tries – gerund, preposition target at the age of 13. Praise – gerund, the subject of the verb is; praise – gerund, verb supplement is 14. Talking – gerund, the target of the 15th preposition. Singing – gerund, the subject
of the verb is Notes Both the current participles and gerunds end in – ing. But they don't serve the same purposes in a sentence. Gerund, for example, is a verb derived from nanssa. It can serve the following purposes in a sentence: The subject of the verb Smoking is harmful to health.
Trespassing is prohibited. As an object of transitive verb, I like to read. He likes to sing. As a preposition target, I'm tired of waiting. We were stopped from entering the area. As a complement to the verb, I hate smoking the most. A partisan is a word that is part verb and partly and adjective.
Participles are usually used as no man's qualification. Rolling stone does not collect moss. Identify gerunds-participles Spreadsheet-5 See underlined word and recognize it: He walks very fast, doesn't he? A. Current involved B. Formerly involved C. Gerund D. None of these Tendulkars
have played 199 Test matches. A. Gerund B. Previous participle C. Current participle D. We hadn't been to see the match last week. A. Gerund B. CurrentLy Involved C. Past Shareholders D. None of these What are you wearing to tonight's party? A. Currently involved B. Gerund C. None
of them have been thrown out. A. Past B. Currently involved C. Gerund D. None of these twinkly stars make the night sky so beautiful. A. Current involved B. Gerund C. Previous participle D. None of these song stars is a wonderful film. A. Former involved in B. Gerund C. Current Involveant
D. None of these A. Present participle B. Gerund C. None of them D. Past collages This beautiful painting is not Rashmin. A. Former involved B. Gerund C. Current involved D. None of these frozen foods should be examined before buying. A. Current involved in B. Gerund C. Previous
participle D. None of these frozen foods should be examined before buying. A. Past shareholders B. Currently involved in C. Gerund D. None of these frozen foods should be examined before buying. A. Gerund B. Previous participle C. Current participle D. None of these answer keys:
Explanation: 'Walking' is present involved because it is part of the verb. Explanation: 'Played' is previously involved because it is part of the verb. Explanation: 'Gone' has gone part because it's part of the verb. Explanation: Dressing is present involved because it is part of the verb.



Explanation: Mätä is previously involved because it does the work of an adjective. Explanation: Twinkling is the current involveant because it does the work of an adjective. Explanation: Singing is an attendee because it does the work of an adjective. Explanation: Hiding is present because it
is part of the verb. Explanation: Painting is a lift. It is neither gerund nor current or previous party. Explanation: Frozen is a previous involveant because it does the work of an adjective. Explanation: Buying is gerund because it does lifting work. Explanation: The study is a previous involveant
who is part of the verb. The following quiz offers multiple choice questions (MCQ) related to Gerunds, Infinitives and Participles. You need to read all the answers given and click on the correct answer. If you are unsure of the answer, you can use the Show Response button to check the
answer. Use the Next Quiz button to check the new questions in the quiz. Gerund is used as a record, but is formed by the verb/verb phrase + ing. It is not the main blood of the sentence and is used to mention the reasons for the action. The infinative has an accurate job like a gerund, but
the difference is that although gerund is formed by the verb + ing, infinatives are formed using to + verb/verb phrase. Gerund is used no longer, but is formed by adding the action term ing. It is not the main blood of the sentence and is used to mention the reasons for the action. Gerund is
used no longer, but is formed by adding the action term ing. It is not the main blood of the sentence and is used to mention the reasons for the action. Gerund is used no longer, but is formed by adding the action term ing. It's not the main blood. and used to mention the reasons for the
actual acts. gerund is used as a lift, but it is formed by adding the action term ing. It is not the main blood of the sentence and is used to mention the reasons for the action. verbal_ability_gerunds_infinitives_participles.htm 8 questions | Total companies: 98398 Comparison Conjugation colon
direct and indirect hanging converter After forest fire, the darkened landscape is startling. Strange-looking landscapes draw people into the area of destruction. They look at what's left and hope for renewal. The scene is both the end and the beginning of the natural cycle. Hikers must be
careful when walking in an area with heavily damaged trees. Falling trees and breaking branches hurt and kill people every year. Walkers often look forward and do not pay attention to what hangs overhead. Although burning shreds and grass under trees is a normal part of nature's cycle,
the darkened earth looks anything but natural. Grass and wildflowers can last a year or two. At the same time, rain can wash away the highlands, preventing the grass from being redirected. Homes in hills or mountains are also at risk of slipping away. Fortunately, the plants regenerate on
their own. Some have seeds that survive firestorms. Others have seeds that are easy to transport or blow into the fire zone. Resuscturation of the area begins immediately, when wind, insects and birds drop seeds in the area. Light rains and light reaching the ground are favorable conditions
for regeneration. Soon after, the grass grows and small creatures return. The fascinating cycle of life goes on and on. black (V) — make some black creature (N) – animals, insects, life cycle (N) – circular process, from the start, damaged again (Adj) – broken, damaged, not complete, not
complete destruction (N) — destruction drive (V) — attract, make people want to do some damage (V) — damage or damage landscape (N) — surrounding area, landscape prevent (V) — stop, prevent, prevent regeneration (N) — regeneration (N) – the process in which it becomes new
again; redirection (V) — seeds or spores must be ground again (re-seed); replanting scene (N) – what you see in the area, the seeds (N) of the surrounding area – ovulation or spores produced by a plant producing new plants that rewrite themselves (Adj) – which have a quality that they
can new, restart the slide (V) – lose their footing or status; move, fall unexpectedly into the slide (V) — pass or fall gradually startling — very surprising, shocking highland (N) — fertile highland or land (where grass grows) grows)
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